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The Ante Portas – Security Studies (ISSN 2353-6306) is a semiannual journal first published in 2012 by the
Department of National Security of the University of Business and Entrepreneurship in Ostrowiec
Świętokrzyski.
The year 2020 was an interesting year… The world we knew has changed, the world economy evolved, but the
COVID-19 pandemic was not only the cause of alteration, it was also the catalyst for the hitherto processes. And
what brings us 2021? The newest Ante Portas issue is concerned about the economic changes, threats, and
challenges not only related to the pandemic, with particular emphasis put on:
1. World economics in 2021:
- Economic wars: reasons, ways, and aftermath
- Economic security in the era of mass electronic surveillance
- Shadow economy and its risks for economic security
- Institutional architectonic of the national economic security
- The military economy in 2021
- Economics of the new space race
- Others…
2. The U.S.-PRC rivalry
- The U.S.-PRC trade war - genesis, course, implications, forecasts
- The U.S.-PRC trade war vs significance and perspectives for WTO
- Chinese-U.S. rivalry for domination in artificial intelligence, 5G, and other crucial technologies of the future
- Change of the Administration in the U.S. – implications for PRC and other crucial economic partners
- Others…
3. World resources
- Peak oil - myth or reality
- Wars for access to water now and in the future
- Shale gas revolution and its impact on the global economy and politics
- Nord Stream 2 and its significance for Russia, Germany, the EU, and the U.S.
- The emergence of new strategic resources in the wake of the burgeoning hybrid and electric cars industry
- The climate changes and the environmental security
- Others…
Information for authors:
We ask you to submit the articles to the e-mail address: redakcja@anteportas.pl
Please submit the articles by May 15th, to be published in volume 1/2021.
We accept articles only in English. Submissions should not have been previously published. All submissions
are subject to double-blind peer review. Texts should be fully proofed for grammatical and typographical errors
before submission and must fulfill the editorial requirements. For more see: http://anteportas.pl/en/forauthors/
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